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Abstract

String factorization is an important tool for partitioning data for parallel processing and
other algorithmic techniques often found in the context of big data applications such as
bioinformatics or compression. Duval’s well-known algorithm uniquely factors a string over
an ordered alphabet into Lyndon words, i.e., patterned strings which are strictly smaller than
all of their cyclic rotations. While Duval’s algorithm produces a pre-determined factoriza-
tion, modern applications motivate the demand for factorizations with specific properties,
e.g., those that minimize the number of factors or consist of factors with similar lengths.
In this paper, we consider the problem of finding an alphabet ordering that yields a Lyn-
don factorization with such properties. We introduce a flexible evolutionary framework and
evaluate it on biological sequence data. For the minimization case, we also propose a new
problem-specific heuristic, Flexi-Duval, and a problem-specific mutation operator for Lyn-
don factorization. Our results show that our framework is competitive with Flexi-Duval for
minimization and yields high quality and robust solutions for balancing where no problem-
specific algorithm is available.

Keywords — Alphabet Ordering · Biosequences · Duval’s Algorithm · Lyndon words · Permutations
· String Factorization

1 Introduction
Many application areas, including text compression and bioinformatics, benefit from first breaking a
string into factors with mathematically interesting properties. Such a factorization can suggest a mech-
anism to skip over irrelevant regions of a string, to partition computation or to construct local indices

∗The first author is the main contributor. The ordering of the remaining authors is alphabetical with respect
to the last name and does not imply any kind of weighting.
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into the string. For example, Mantaci et al. [17] propose that a factorization into Lyndon words will
permit the separate processing of local suffixes when building a suffix array, so that internal or external
memory can be used, or to allow online processing. The Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) [4] is at
the heart of compression algorithms such as bzip2 [20], and bioinformatics algorithms such as Bowtie2
and BWA [15, 16]. The bijective BWT is based on Lyndon factorization [14] and recent work has shown
[2] that when using this transformation, the number of search steps for a pattern is based on the number
of distinct Lyndon factors in a particular suffix of the pattern. Lyndon words have also been used to
discover tandem approximate repeats in biosequences [10] and in musicology [6]. A Lyndon word is a
string which is minimal in the lexicographic order of its cyclic rotations. Duval’s Algorithm (DA) [11]
takes a string over an ordered alphabet, such as the Roman alphabet, and factors it into Lyndon factors
in linear time and constant space. While the Lyndon factorization of a string for a given alphabet is
unique [7], it may not yield the most suitable factors for a given application. Hence interest arises in seek-
ing different factorizations via alphabet ordering techniques. For example, the string parallelproblem
factors into the three Lyndon words (p)(ar)(allelproblem) when using the Roman alphabet ordering.
Using the alphabet ordering m < b < o < e < l < r < a < p increases the number of Lyndon factors
to (p)(a)(ra)(l)(l)(elpr)(o)(ble)(m), and similarly, the ordering p < r < o < l < a < b < e < m approx-
imately balances the lengths as (parallel)(problem). However, choosing an alphabet ordering can be
computationally non-trivial. Regarding the BWT, the problem of deciding whether there exists an al-
phabet ordering satisfying a parameterized number of runs (maximal unary substrings) is NP-complete,
while the corresponding minimization problem is APX-hard [3].

We wish to attempt two tasks: the production of the minimal number of Lyndon factors achievable
over all possible alphabet orderings, and alternatively, the production of factors that are evenly balanced
in size. We have developed an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) to search for alphabet orderings for both
tasks. EAs are anytime algorithms, i. e., they can be terminated at any time and will produce a solution,
though the solution might be improved later if time permits. Finding improved permutations for a
variety of tasks is an ideal use case for EAs [22].

To the best of our knowledge, alphabet ordering has not been considered other than for natural
language text [5]. Furthermore, no consideration has been made in the domain for a heuristic setting,
or in the context of Evolutionary Computation other than preliminary work in [8], where the impact of
alphabet permutations produced significant variations in the numbers of factors obtained. Four fitness
functions (maximize/minimize/parameterize/balance) for the number of factors demonstrated different
factorizations suitable for various downstream tasks. This previous work mostly concentrated on random
sequences; now we consider protein sequences and look at factorizations of proteins across many genomes.
Here, we concentrate on comparing different mutation operators to develop the algorithm in a principled
way. We also present a new problem-specific algorithm for the task of minimizing the number of factors.

2 Preliminaries
Let an alphabet Σ be a non-empty set of unique symbols also known as letters or characters. We denote
Σ+ as the set of all non-empty finite strings over the alphabet Σ and Σ∗ = Σ+ ∪ {ε} where ε is the
empty string with length of zero.1

For a string w = w0w1 . . . wn−1 with each wi ∈ Σ and length n (or |w|), we will represent w as an
array w[0..n− 1] with entries w[0], w[1], . . . , w[n− 1]. A string is also known as a word.

Repetitions in strings will be denoted with a superscript as follows: for Σ = {a} and w = aaa then
w = a3. Lyndon words involve cyclic rotations (cyclic shifts or conjugates) of a string. For example, the
cyclic rotations of the string abc are: abc, bca, cab. For a string w = wpwfws of non-zero length, and
strings wp,wf ,ws ∈ Σ∗, then wp is said to be a prefix of w while ws is said to be a suffix of w and
wf is said to be a substring or factor.

For any non-empty string w, w ∈ Σ+, there exists a unique factorization of w into Lyndon words,
such that w = (u1) ≥ (u2) ≥ · · · ≥ (uk) [7]. We denote these Lyndon factors as strings between

1We denote strings using boldface and characters in plainface.
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brackets. For Σ = {a, b, c, d}, and a string w = dcba, then the Lyndon factorization is written as
(d)(c)(b)(a).

We refer to the number of Lyndon factors produced from Duval’s Algorithm for a given string w ∈ Σ∗

and alphabet ordering π as L(Σ, π,w).

3 Algorithms
In this section, we introduce our mutation-based evolutionary framework including the problem repre-
sentation and different fitness functions. Afterwards, we derive a problem-specific mutation operator
based on a modified version of Duval’s Algorithm [11].

3.1 Representation and Fitness Function
We consider the problem of finding an alphabet ordering that induces a Lyndon factorization with a
given property when used as input for Duval’s Algorithm. [11]. Since an ordering of an alphabet Σ is
equivalent to a permutation π of the letters in Σ, a permutation-based representation is the most natural
choice for the problem at hand. Formally, given an alphabet Σ with size σ, the objective is to find a
permutation π∗ of Σ that optimizes a fitness function f : Sσ → R+, where Sσ denotes the permutation
space of the alphabet Σ.

As before, let L(Σ, π,w) denote the number of Lyndon factors for a word w ∈ Σ∗ and alphabet
ordering π for Σ. Furthermore, let `j be the length of the j-th factor in a given factorization. In this
paper, we consider three of the fitness functions introduced in [8], which deal with two aims for the
Lyndon factorizations:

• Minimization of the number of factors, i. e., we minimize f(π) = L(Σ, π,w).
• Balancing the length of the factors, i. e., all factors should be similar in length:

1. difference between the maximum and the minimum length:

f(π) = max
1≤j≤L(Σ,π,w)

`j − min
1≤j≤L(Σ,π,w)

`j (1)

2. the standard deviation of the factor length:

f(π) =

√∑L(Σ,π,w)
j=1 (µ− `j)2

L(Σ, π,w)
, (2)

where µ is the mean length of the factors.

Note that for the balancing version we additionally require at least two factors. We do this by penal-
izing individuals with only one factor so that they are never accepted. All three fitness functions use
Duval’s [11] linear time and constant space algorithm to compute a unique Lyndon factorisation for a
given string and alphabet ordering.

3.2 Mutation-based Evolutionary Framework
We consider a simple mutation-based evolutionary framework in the spirit of a (1+1) EA (see Alg. 1).
The algorithm starts with a random permutation. It uses mutation to create an offspring and keeps the
offspring if it is at least as good as its parent.

We compare three common mutation operators for permutation problems [12]:
• Swap: Selects two random letters and swaps them.
• Insert: Selects a random letter and moves it to a new random position.
• Scramble: Selects a random interval in the permutation and randomizes it.

3
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Algorithm 1: (1+1) EA
1 Input: Word w ∈ Σ∗; Fitness function f
2 Output: Best ordering of Σ found for f
3 select x ∈ Sσ uniformly at random;
4 while termination criterion not met do
5 y ← mutate(x);
6 if f(y) ≥ f(x) then
7 x← y;

For minimization, we additionally use a fourth, problem-specific mutation operator, the LF-inspired
operator, that is proposed in Sect. 3.4. For each operator, we consider three variants: one application of
the operator, three applications in succession and a random number of applications in succession where
the random number is determined by a Poisson distribution with parameter λ = 1. This gives a total
of twelve mutation operators for minimization and nine for balancing. Note that the EA (Alg. 1) is
formulated in a very general way and without defining specific stopping criteria. We provide details for
the different cases we consider in Sect. 4.

We remark that we conducted preliminary experiments with Boltzmann selection (as used in Simu-
lated Annealing [12, 13]) instead of elitist selection in lines 4–5 of Alg. 1. However, the results are not
competitive and are therefore not included in this paper.

3.3 Flexi-Duval Algorithm
Here, we present a modification to Duval’s Algorithm (DA) [11] for computing the Lyndon factorization
(LF) of a string. For DA, the input string is over a totally ordered alphabet, such as the Roman or
integer alphabet. When comparing a pair of letters during its linear scan, a non-fortuitous order such
as b > a, or a repetition, will cause a factor(s) to be created. The new heuristic algorithm Flexi-Duval
(FDA, Alg. 2) is formulated from DA, with the goal of minimizing the number of factors. In contrast
to DA, FDA does not assume that the underlying alphabet is ordered but rather induces an ordering
while scanning the string. In the above case of comparing b and a, if currently unassigned, the reverse
order b < a would be given thus causing the current factor to be extended. The result is a Lyndon
factorization over a partially ordered alphabet. This ordering may produce fewer Lyndon factors (and
therefore an increase in length for some factors) than the original DA. Note however, for a repetition
such as ak, a ∈ Σ, both DA and FDA will produce k factors.

Tab. 1 shows examples of factoring strings using both DA and FDA. We see that input strings
exist for both algorithms such that neither is necessarily optimal for minimizing the number of Lyndon
factors. This depends of course on the alphabet ordering, however, for some applications there is no
inherent ordering of the letters, such as nucleotide or amino acids letters in molecular biology. This
allows flexibility in specifying suitable factors for a task.

3.4 Problem-specific Mutation Operator
We introduce a problem-specific mutation operator (Alg. 3) which is based on Duval’s Algorithm and
the concept of inducing the alphabet ordering in Flexi-Duval (Alg. 2). By partially applying Duval’s
Algorithm to the input string using our alphabet ordering, the values of i and j can be found when a
new Lyndon factor would be created. From this, we can find the characters in the alphabet ordering
which cause the Lyndon factor to be created and then move the character at position j in the string
in the alphabet ordering so that w[j] > w[i]. The effect of this is that, typically, a Lyndon factor is
lengthened.

4
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm FDA
1 Input: A string w of length n on an unordered Σ
2 Output: End positions of the Lyndon words
3 h← 0; // start of the current Lyndon factor
4 while h < n− 1 do
5 i← h; // search for the start of the next Lyndon factor
6 j ← h+ 1; // search for the end of the next Lyndon factor
7 while j < n and (isNotAssigned(w[j],w[i]) or w[j] ≥ w[i]) do
8 if w[i] 6= w[j] and isNotAssigned(w[j],w[i]) then
9 assign(w[j] > w[i]);

10 i← h;
11 else
12 if w[j] > w[i] then
13 i← h;
14 else
15 i← i+ 1;
16 j ← j + 1;
17 repeat
18 h← h+(j − i);
19 output(h− 1);
20 until h ≥ i;

Table 1: Example factorizations for DA and FDA.

String Algorithm Alphabet Ordering Factorization
babO(n) Duval’s a < b (b)(abb...b)
babO(n) Flexi-Duval b < a (ba)(b)...(b)
dcba Duval’s a < b < c < d (d)(c)(b)(a)
dcba Flexi-Duval d > c > b > a (dcba)

4 Methodology
To provide a large dataset of strings, protein sequences from a collection of genomes of prokaryotic
organisms were obtained from NCBI RefSeq [19]. We are interested in producing Lyndon factoring
algorithms that either reduce the number of factors (EA & FDA - Sect. 5.2) or balance their length
(EA only - Sect. 5.3). Our LF-inspired operator is specifically designed for minimization, and thus is
only analyzed in this case. We select one genome (GCF_000064305.2_ASM6430v2) to find the most
suitable mutation operator for both the minimization and balanced factor fitness functions (Sect. 5.1).
Each fitness function (Sect. 3.1) is evaluated using each of the 2446 proteins in this genome for each of
the mutation operators (Sects. 3.2 and 3.4). We use two methods of finding the best mutation operator
for the EA. For minimization the best operator has a minimal average of the best fitness found over all
iterations for all proteins. For balancing the best operators have minimal average standard deviation.
We remark that the best operator does not change if the least difference between the average longest
and average shortest Lyndon factor is used instead.

We select a set of 90 genomes to evaluate the performance of the selected mutation operator for the
minimization fitness function with DA and FDA (Sect. 5.2) and balancing fitness functions (Sect. 5.3).
As a baseline for minimization of the number of factors we consider two additional, very simple heuristics
for each protein to produce an alphabet ordering: sorting unique characters by decreasing frequency for

5
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Algorithm 3: LF-inspired Mutation Operator
1 Input: A string w of length n, an alphabet Σ and alphabet ordering π
2 Output: A new alphabet ordering π
3 if L(Σ, π,w) > 1 then
4 i ← 0;
5 j ← 1;
6 while true do
7 if j = n or w[j] < w[i] then
8 break;
9 else

10 if w[j] > w[i] then
11 i ← 0;
12 else
13 i ← i + 1;
14 j ← j + 1;
15 c = w[j − i];
16 remove c from π;
17 p← index of w[i] in π or |π| if missing;
18 if p = |π| then
19 append c to π;
20 else
21 m← |π| − 1− p;
22 r ← 0;
23 if m > 0 then
24 r ← uniformly at random from {0, 1, . . . ,m};
25 insert c into π at position p+ 1 + r, shifting elements to the right;
26 output(π);

(a) each single protein and (b) for entire genomes.
We stop at a predefined number of iterations or if the optimum is found (a value of 1 for the

minimization of the number of Lyndon factors or 0 for the balancing factor length fitness functions).
Our preliminary experiments2 show the majority of the improvement in fitness for each fitness function
to occur after a relatively low number of iterations. Improvement after this generally takes many more
iterations for a slight improvement. We therefore used 3000 iterations for minimization of the number
of Lyndon factors and 10000 iterations for balancing the length of factors (Fig. 1).

5 Results and Discussion
5.1 Single Genome
We present results for the EA (Alg. 1) using the proteins in GCF_000064305.2_ASM6430v2 as the
input. For minimization of the number of Lyndon factors, we find that Insertion mutation applied
three times in succession gives the lowest average of the best found number of Lyndon factors (Tab. 2).
We observe that all settings involving standard mutation operators perform somewhat similarly with
averages ranging from 1.709 (Insertion (3)) to 1.933 (Scramble). In general, Insertion performs slightly
better than Swap which in turn performs slightly better than Scramble, no matter how often these

2Code is available at: https://github.com/jam86/Evaluation-of-a-Permutation-Based-Evolutionary-
Framework-for-Lyndon-Factorizations
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Figure 1: Average fitness over time for all proteins in GCF_000064305.2_ASM6430v2 for each
fitness function of the EA for the best mutation operators for each fitness function.

Table 2: Distribution of the best number of factors per protein for a single genome for the
minimization of the number of Lyndon factors. The selected operator is in bold. We show DA
for comparison.

Mutation Operator Max factors Min factors Mode factors Mean ± stdev
Swap 8 1 1 1.877± 1.002
Swap (3) 8 1 1 1.727± 1.043
Scramble 8 1 1 1.933± 1.136
Scramble (3) 9 1 1 1.911± 1.155
Insertion 8 1 1 1.753± 1.042
Insertion (3) 8 1 1 1.709 ± 1.047
LF-inspired 14 1 5 5.601± 2.057
LF-inspired (3) 13 1 5 5.460± 2.020
Swap Poisson 8 1 1 1.796± 1.027
Scramble Poisson 8 1 1 1.913± 1.156
Insertion Poisson 8 1 1 1.739± 1.044
LF-inspired Poisson 13 1 5 5.596± 2.107

DA 16 2 7 7.284± 2.296

operators are applied. However, applying an operator three times performs slightly better than applying
it only once or a random number of times. All standard operators achieve min and mode number of
Lyndon factors of 1 and max number of Lyndon factors of 8 or 9.

All standard mutation operators yield averages smaller than 2. The best average achieved by LF-
inspired (3) is 5.460, but this clearly improves over DA. Similar observations can be made for min, mode,
and max number of Lyndon factors, no matter how often the operator is applied in succession. Due to the
bias introduced by LF-inspired mutation, the EA quickly converges to a local optimum and is unable
to escape. Combining the mutation with crossover as done previously for other (permutation-based)
combinatorial optimization problems [21] is a promising direction for future research.

For the balance fitness functions we find again the mutation operators which give the lowest average
standard deviation to be Insertion mutation applied three times in succession for Eq. 1 (Tab. 3). Further,
we find the best mutation operator for Eq. 2 to be Swap mutation applied three times (Tab. 4). For
both balancing fitness functions we make very similar observations in terms of the standard mutation
operators and the problem-specific operator: All standard operators perform very similarly while our
LF-inspired operator performs worse. However, we do not show LF-inspired for balancing as the operator
is designed to minimize rather than balance. We remark that it performs poorly with both balancing
fitness functions. Moreover, applying standard operators three times in succession outperforms the other
considered variants. When looking into the different standard operators Swap and Insertion are slightly

7
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Table 3: Balance factor length for Eq. 1 average maximum, minimum, and average standard
deviation of Lyndon factor length per protein for a single genome. The selected operator is in
bold.

Mutation Operator Avg. Max Avg. Min Avg. Mean ± Avg. Stdev
Swap 112.956 79.516 96.033± 13.227
Swap (3) 123.076 95.123 109.110± 11.365
Scramble 119.588 85.857 102.228± 13.391
Scramble (3) 121.521 90.147 105.445± 12.592
Insertion 112.007 78.131 94.885± 13.271
Insertion (3) 122.953 95.378 109.198 ± 11.182
Swap Poisson 120.794 90.632 105.524± 12.199
Scramble Poisson 120.842 89.093 104.725± 12.702
Insertion Poisson 115.520 84.570 99.866± 12.229

Table 4: Balance factor length for Eq. 2 average maximum, minimum, and average standard
deviation of Lyndon factor length per protein for a single genome. The selected operator is in
bold.

Mutation Operator Avg. Max Avg. Min Avg. Mean ± Avg. Stdev
Swap 96.988 47.251 63.456± 14.708
Swap (3) 108.813 75.157 89.153 ± 11.112
Scramble 106.498 63.335 79.080± 13.606
Scramble (3) 108.308 72.090 86.853± 11.889
Insertion 94.676 40.298 56.681± 15.567
Insertion (3) 107.425 71.074 84.978± 11.571
Swap Poisson 104.742 62.679 78.067± 13.160
Scramble Poisson 106.829 67.627 82.797± 12.611
Insertion Poisson 98.418 49.903 65.407± 14.254

better than Scramble for minimizing the difference while the picture is mixed when minimizing the
standard deviation.

5.2 Minimizing the Number of Lyndon Factors
We find that FDA produces fewer Lyndon factors across our entire set of 90 test genomes than DA
(Tab. 5). On average, the EA with the fitness function of the number of Lyndon factors almost performs
as well as FDA. Given that FDA is a problem-specific heuristic developed for the purpose of minimizing
the number of Lyndon factors, it is encouraging to see that our simple EA yields comparable performance
in terms of solution quality. With respect to the runtime, FDA is far faster than the EA. For the same
set of 90 genomes, FDA computed the factorization of all proteins in minutes compared to hours for the
EA.

As the output of the FDA is a partial order, we convert each alphabet ordering result to a total
order using depth first traversal, for inspection of the relevance of the order to biology. The positions
of the characters within the orderings, averaged over each genome, are shown in Fig. 2. Proteins are
not random, and usually begin with a methionine (M) [1]. This is reflected in its positions across the
bottom of the graph. Some of the more common amino acids (L, K) are found next, and some of the
less common amino acids (C, W) are towards the top of the graph, later in the ordering. We therefore
compare the FDA results to the baseline of using a frequency-based ordering (Tab. 5).

FDA is significantly better than using an ordering based on the frequency of amino acids in each

8
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Table 5: Number of Lyndon factors for methods that minimize the number of factors on the test
set of 90 genomes.

Alphabet Ordering Max Factors Min Factors Mode Factors Mean ± Stdev
Duval’s Algorithm 41 2 6 6.802± 2.169
Protein based frequency 31 1 7 7.227± 2.307
Genome based frequency 25 2 7 7.164± 2.238
EA with Insertion (3) 12 1 1 1.725± 1.102
Flexi-Duval Algorithm 6 1 1 1.197± 0.443
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Figure 2: Average position of each character in the FDA alphabet ordering across all genomes
in the test set of 90 genomes. The size of each point is proportional to the relative frequency of
each amino acid in the entire genome. The y axis is truncated to begin at 4.5.

protein or genome.3 Surprisingly, some proteins are factored into fewer Lyndon factors when using the
whole genome frequency for alphabet ordering than when using the protein-specific frequency. Of the
total 303,007 proteins in the test set of 90 genomes, 114,975 (37.94%) are factored into more Lyndon
factors when using the protein frequency-based ordering than when using the genome frequency-based
ordering.

5.3 Balancing the Length of Lyndon Factors
While there exists a problem-specific heuristic for the minimization problem, to the best of our knowledge
no such method exists for balancing the lengths of the factors. Applying our EA for this use case
is therefore an important step to demonstrate its usefulness. Based on our results in Sect. 5.1, we
consider Insertion (3) for minimizing the difference of the factor lengths and Swap (3) for minimizing
the standard deviation. We find that the fitness functions for balancing the length of Lyndon factors

3Using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov [18] (KS) two-sample test we obtained extremely low p-values calculated as
zero.
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Table 6: Average maximum, minimum, mean, and standard deviation of Lyndon factor lengths
for the EA and DA per protein in 90 test genomes.

Alphabet Ordering Avg. Max Avg. Min Avg. Mean ± Avg. Stdev
Duval’s Algorithm 197.195 1.384 48.197± 70.204
Max Min Diff – Insertion (3) 116.816 91.474 104.110± 10.309
Stdev – Swap (3) 104.220 72.955 86.114± 10.486

are a great improvement over the regular output of DA (Tab. 6). The fitness function that uses the
standard deviation of factor length produces smaller factors than the fitness function that minimizes the
difference in factor length. However both produce equivalently stable variation in balancing the factor
lengths (as seen by the average standard deviations).

Comparing results in Tab. 6 for the 90-genome set and Tabs. 3 and 4 for a single genome, we
observe that the average standard deviation values on the 90-genome test set are very similar to the
single genome (e.g., 10.309 (Tab. 6) vs 11.182 (Tab. 3)). This indicates that the genome we used to
determine the best mutation operator is representative for the whole dataset. It is also important to
remark, that the optimal solutions for all genomes are currently unknown, i. e., we do not know what
the smallest possible difference/standard deviation is. However, achieving similar results across different
sets of genomes indicates that our proposed method is successful in finding good solutions in a robust
way.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
We have proposed a flexible mutation-based evolutionary framework for the problem of finding string
factorizations with specific properties. We have considered two optimization goals (minimizing the
number of factors and balancing the length of factors) and evaluated our framework on biological se-
quence data. We find that for the minimization problem our framework is competitive with a simple
problem-specific heuristic in terms of solution quality while it yields high quality and robust solutions
for the balancing variant where no such problem-specific algorithm is available. Moreover, we observe
that a novel problem-specific mutation operator for minimization is not yet competitive with standard
permutation-based operators from the literature.

Finding alphabet orderings with desired effects has been considered previously in [8] for random
sequences as well as proteins from a single genome. Biological sequences have structure [9, 23] that is
not necessarily present in totally random, fixed length sequences. This work more fully explores the
factoring of proteins from a large number of genomes.

Future work will deal with the improvement and further evaluation of our framework, particu-
larly the analysis of other fitness functions, problem-specific mutation operators and a comparison with
population-based algorithms. Moreover, we plan to apply our framework to other types of strings such
as a natural language corpus. While the EA produces a total alphabet ordering, FDA only determines
a partial ordering, which is more flexible and may prove useful for finding consensus orderings in the
context of sets of genomes. Future work will also investigate how such consensus orderings can be
determined and how these could inform us about the biological structures of the collection of proteins.
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